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Success in your calculus course starts here! James Stewart's CALCULUS: EARLY

TRANSCENDENTALS texts are world-wide best-sellers for a reason: they are clear, accurate, and

filled with relevant, real-world examples. With CALCULUS: EARLY TRANSCENDENTALS, Eighth

Edition, Stewart conveys not only the utility of calculus to help you develop technical competence,

but also gives you an appreciation for the intrinsic beauty of the subject. His patient examples and

built-in learning aids will help you build your mathematical confidence and achieve your goals in the

course.
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#BeUnstoppable with StewartÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s Calculus: Early Transcendentals, Loose-Leaf

Version              View larger              View larger              View larger              View larger           Test

Your Preexisting Knowledge   Pinpoint where you may need to brush up on skill techniques to

successfully begin the course. A series of four diagnostic tests begins the text, covering algebra,

analytic geometry, functions, and trigonometry. Answers are included, and if you need to improve,

you will be referred to points in the text or on the book&#039;s website where you can seek help.     

 Strategies Help Solve Problems   Stewart includes helpful &#039;Strategies&#039; sections to lead

you to the right technique that you will need to solve problems in situations where the choice may

not be obvious.       Concepts With Examples & Step-By-Step Explanations   Application-based

problems help you strengthen your understanding of concepts and discover the impact of Calculus



in its various applications.       Effectively Prepare For Exams   Review what you

knowÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•and don&#039;t knowÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•to ensure success on your next exam. 

 Comprehensive review sections follow each chapter with a &#039;Concept Check&#039; and

&#039;True/False Quiz&#039; that allow you to prepare for upcoming tests.

Enhanced WebAssign Allows You to Learn at Your Own Pace              View larger              View

larger              View larger              View larger           ItÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s not about homework

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦ itÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s about learning   Forget everything you thought about

completing math or science assignments.   Enhanced WebAssign is not about memorizing

formulas. ItÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s about achieving success and gaining a deep understanding of math

and science.       You get coached   Enhanced WebAssign breaks down math and science problems

into small, achievable steps. Using built-in tools, you get the help you need ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ even

when you are stuck.   Because your instructor tailors Enhanced WebAssign to the course goals,

every reading, video, exercise and quiz is there to prepare you for finals. No more exam

&#039;surprises!&#039;       You get instant feedback   A system of &#039;bonus&#039; and

&#039;penalty&#039; points identifies the areas you need to work on. And youÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢re

never marked down for entering a differently formatted correct answer.       EWA has everything you

need   Learning at your own pace, instant grades online, tutorials, videos and practice problems.

Enhanced WebAssign helps you learn math and science, not just do homework.

The late James Stewart received his M.S. from Stanford University and his Ph.D. from the

University of Toronto. He did research at the University of London and was influenced by the

famous mathematician George Polya at Stanford University. Stewart was most recently Professor of

Mathematics at McMaster University, and his research field was harmonic analysis. Stewart was the

author of a best-selling calculus textbook series published by Cengage Learning, including

CALCULUS, CALCULUS: EARLY TRANSCENDENTALS, and CALCULUS: CONCEPTS AND

CONTEXTS, as well as a series of precalculus texts.

The early half of the book can be more comprehensive (as if this weren't comprehensive!), but the

book finishes strongly, so I can't complain too much about it. Check out also the book of the same

title by Sullivan, which has the reverse problem.

I love it because they give a variety of problems, Would like to see the solutions manual included



with the rental

Perfect if you do the problems at the end of chapters.

Just as described! Thanks much!

Quick shipping and book as described.

Excellent renting value and it was in perfect condition.

Thanks

GREAT CONDITION AND AWESOME BOOK
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